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THE RADON TRANSFORM ON SL(2,R)/SO(2,R)

D. I. WALLACE AND RYUJI YAMAGUCHI

ABSTRACT. Let G be SL(2,R). G acts on the upper half-plane U by the

Möbius transformation, providing M with the Riemannian metric structure

along with the Laplacian, A. We study the integral transform along each

geodesic. G acts on P, the space of all geodesies, in a natural way, providing

P with its invariant measure and its own Laplacian. (P actually is a coset

space of G.) Therefore the above transform can be viewed as a map from a

suitable function space on M to a suitable function space on P. We prove a

number of properties of this transform, including the intertwining properties

with its Laplacians and its relation to the Fourier transforms.

1. Introduction. Both the Radon transform and the X-ray transform on a

symmetric space arise from the problem of reconstructing a function from its inte-

grals along certain paths. For the Euclidean case, a problem can be stated in one

of two ways. Suppose all the integrals of some function / along all straight lines

are known. It is then possible to reconstruct / from its line integrals. For R2, the

solution to this problem was the inversion of the original Radon-John transform.

The ability to invert this particular transform rested in a duality in integral geom-

etry between the points in R2 and the set of lines in R2. Technically, the inversion

depends heavily on Fourier analysis on R2. Alternatively, if the space in question is

Rn, one might wish to reconstruct / from its integrals over hyperplanes of dimen-

sion k. Solutions to both of these problems can be found in Helgason [4, 9]. For the

Euclidean case, we shall speak of the Radon transform when we mean an integral

over a fc-plane where k < n, and of the X-ray transform when we mean an integral

over a straight line. Some references for the Euclidean case include Helgason [5, 9],

Strichartz [17], Radon [13], Peters [12], Solmon [15, 16], and Smith, Solmon and
Wagner [14].

When one wishes to define the analogous transform on a general symmetric

space, several options become available. The source of these options lies in the

generalization of the notion of hyperplane. In R2, for example, there are two ways

of thinking of an (n — l)-dimensional hyperplane. One is as a totally geodesic

n — 1 submanifold. The term "totally geodesic" means that a straight line tangent

to a particular plane is actually contained in it. Thus, one generalization of the

Radon transform which has been exploited is the non-Euclidean case of integrals

over totally geodesic submanifolds of dimension k. A theory, including inversion

formula, has been worked out for the case where k is even, in Helgason [9]. More

can be found in Gel'fand et al. [2], and Lax and Phillips [11].
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A second and equally productive way of thinking of an n — 1 hyperplane in R2

is as a set of trajectories through a fixed point orthogonal to a family of parallel

geodesies. In this case, the non-Euclidean analog of a hyperplane is not a geodesic at

all. In fact, for a symmetric space G/K, it can be characterized as the orbit gNg~x,

where g is a fixed element of the group and iV is the nilpotent part of the Iwasawa

decomposition G = ANK. Details can be found in Helgason [10] or Terras [18].

The virtue of this point of view is that the Fourier transform decomposes into two

integral transforms. The integral over the surface where the exponential function

defined in [9] is constant is exactly the above-mentioned orbital integral. This

makes the inversion formulas somewhat easier and allows one to explain somewhat

the structure of some differential operators on G/K.

In this paper we attempt to construct the results analogous to those for R2 in

the case of symmetric space P, — SL(2, R)/SO(2, R), i.e., the hyperbolic upper half

of the complex plane C. The Radon transform is defined, decompositions which

mirror those for R2 are given. The space of geodesies is characterized and the

intertwining operators are given for the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M.

2. The space of geodesies P. Let G be SL(2, R), the group of 2 x 2 matrices

with real entries having determinant 1. Let ANK be its Iwasawa decomposition.

A(t), N(n) and R(9) denote matrices

e+t/2       o    \        (l    n\ (   cosO      sincA

0       e-'/2y'      ^0    1)     and     \-an6    cosO)

respectively. G acts on the complex plane C by Möbius transformation; let g =

(" d) be an element of SL(2, R). It maps an upper half-plane M = {x + iy: y > 0}

into itself. A(t) acts on z as a dilation; A(t)z = etz. N(n) translates z along the

i-axis; N(n)z = x + n + iy. R(0) rotates z along the circle centered at (coshr)2 with

radius sinhr for some r. This r is related to the Poincaré metric that is defined

below. As it turns out, r is the non-Euclidean distance from the point i to the point

z.

A G-invariant measure, in terms of x and y coordinates, is dxdy/y2. We some-

times refer to this measure as dz. The G-invariant differential operator on M is the

Laplacian A = y2(d2/dx2 + d2/dy2).

The G-invariant metric on )i, called the Poincaré metric, is defined as follows;

let u and v be tangent vectors at a point z — x + iy, then (u, v)z — u ■ v/y2. The

Riemannian structure endows U with the set of geodesies P. The set consists of

all semicircles with centers on the x-axis and all straight lines parallel to the y-axis

in H. The action of G maps geodesies to geodesies, hence G also acts on P. This

metric also provides us with a measure on each smooth curve £ in M such that

it stays invariant when it is mapped into another curve in M by an element of G.

Denote this measure by do^. If £ is a semicircle with center s and radius r so that

£ = {s + r cosa + ir sino: 0 < a < 7r}, then da^ = da/(sina). There is another way

to parametrize P and £ in it. Each geodesic £ is {R(6)N(n)A(t)i: — oo < t < oo}

for some 6 and n. Then da^ = dt. P has a manifold structure inherited from G ¡A.

We see later that G/A is a double covering of P.

Let / be a compactly supported smooth function on U. Define the Radon trans-

form T/(£) for each £ by the equation Tf(tf) = J, f(z) do^(z).
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In this section, we find a G-invariant measure and a G-invariant second-order

differential operator on P. We then compare those to the G-invariant measure and

operator on the space of horocycles which has already been studied by Helgason

(see [5, 6, and 9]).

In §3, we define a dual transform of the Radon transform which maps a function

on P back to a function on M. This definition agrees with Helgason [5]. The

intertwining properties of these transforms with G-invariant differential operators

on M and P are proved.

In §4, we discuss an inversion formula.

We work with four different parametrizations of P. Since each geodesic is either

a semicircle or a straight line parallel to the y-axis, we can parametrize P with s

and r (or 1/r), where s is the center of the semicircle and r is the radius. When a

geodesic is a straight line, then we let r = +00 (or 1/r = 0). We can also consider

two endpoints Xf and x2 of geodesies for parameters of P. We can always choose

Xf < x2 and allow values +00 for x2 and -00 for x\. Thus the pair xi = -00 and

x2 — a, and the pair Xf = a and x2 = +00 represent the same geodesic x = a.

From Xf and x2, we can also choose Of and 62 such that 0 < Of < 02 < ir and

cotf?i = —Xf and cot02 = —x2. Of and 62 are then the angles that the straight

lines from i to xi and x2 make with the x-axis. The manifold structure of P is

perhaps best expressed with this parametrization. P is diffeomorphic to the set

{(01,02) : 0 < f?i < 02 < 7T and if 0i = 0 then 02 ^ 7r} with boundaries Of — 0 and

02 = 7T identified by the equation (0, a) = (a, n) for an angle a, 0 < a < ir.

We note that the geodesic Xf = -cot0i and X2 = -cot02 is a rotation R(0f) of

a vertical line x = n for some n. In fact, all geodesies are rotations of straight lines.

The fourth parametrization of P is derived from the Iwasawa decomposition

of G. All geodesies are of the form {R(0)N(n)A(t)i: — 00 < t < 00} for some

0 and n. When 0 = 0, the geodesic £ is a straight line x — n. The rotation

72(0) maps two endpoints of this line to the endpoints of a semicircle, xi and

X2 can easily be computed from the Möbius transformation R(0)N(n)A(t) applied

to the point i and by letting í approach +00. The result is xi = -cot0 and

X2 = (nxi + l)/(xi - n) if n < cot0; xi and X2 are switched if n > cot0. Here, 0

is considered to be in the interval [0,7r]. Two geodesies £i(t) = 7í(0i)A''(n1)A(í)¿

and £2(i) = R(02)N(n2)A(t)i are the same if either Of = 02 and ni = n2 or

02 = 0i + cot_1(-ni) and ni — — n\. This shows that the coset space G/A is a

double covering of P. P is in fact G ¡MA where M = {7, -I, R(n/2), -R(ir/2)}.

PROPOSITION 2.1.   There is a SL(2,R)-invariant measure dp on P.

(1) In terms of center s and radius r,

,       dsdr
dp= —5-.

r¿

(2) In terms of endpoints xi and x2,

, dxfdx2

dß=2(x2-Xf)2-

(3) When Xf — cot 0i and x2 — cot 02 then

dOfdOi

M~ 2sin2(0i-02)'

(4) When £(i) is written as R(0)N(n)A(t)i with n > 0 then dp = dOdn.
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PROOF. We have already discussed the relations between the above four different

parametrizations of P. That the four different expressions express the same measure

is an easy consequence of these relations.

It remains to prove that dp is G-invariant using any of the above four coordinate

systems. We choose xi,X2 coordinates. Let g = ("d) be an element of STL(2,R);

then g takes endpoints Xi,X2 of a semicircle to

,      axf + b        ,      .      0x2 + b
Xf —--,    and    Xn =--.

cxf + d ¿     cx2 + d

It is easy to verify that dx\ - (cxf + d)~2dxf and dx'2 = (cx2 + d)~2dx2. Also

(x2 - x'f)2 = (xf - x2)2(cxf + d)~2(cx2 + d)~2. Hence dx,idx2/(x'2 - x',)2 =

dxfdx2/(x2 - Xf)2. This proves the invariance of dp.

?
PROPOSITION 2.2.   There is an SX(2,R)-invariant differential operator D on

(1) In terms of s and r,

ü = r2

(2) In terms of Xf and x2,

dyl_     SP_
ds2     dr2

□= -,{x2 -Xf)2
4 dxfdx2

(3) In terms of Xf = cotOf and x2 — cot02,

(4) When £(i) is written as R(9)N(n)A(t)i, then

lid2        cos0 d \       d2
D=——T. {^+2-—— ) +

1 + n2 \d02        sinOdOj     dndO'

PROOF. A change of variables shows that all the expressions in (l)-(4) represent

the same differential operator D. Now, D is G-invariant if El is invariant under each

action A(t), N(n) and 72(0). From (2), it is easy to see that D is invariant under

both a dilation A(t) and a translation N(n). A computation shows that a rotation

72(0) maps a geodesic xi = cot0i and X2 = cot 02 to a geodesic x', = cot(0i + 0)

and x'2 = cot(02 + 0). From (3), we see that D stays invariant under 72(0). This

proves the proposition.

3. The dual transform and the intertwining properties. Let / be a com-

pactly supported smooth function on P. The Radon transform maps this function

/ to a function Tf on P defined by the equation T/(£) = f^f(z)do^(z). Let

d£ be the G-invariant measure defined in Proposition 2.1. Let 0 be a compactly

supported smooth function on P. The inner product on P,

(Tf^) = l Tf(i)ip(0di,
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is well defined.  The dual transform T* is characterized by the property that T*

maps a function <f> on P to a function T*cf> on ¿/ such that the inner product on M,

</,T» = f f(z)T*4,(z)dz,
Jx

has the same value as (T/, <j>). To write down T*</3, we shall first use x, y coordinates

for M and s, r coordinates for P.

PROPOSITION  3.1.   The dual transform T* of the Radon transform maps a

compactly supported smooth function <f> on P to T* $ on M, given by the equation

T*(p(x,y)= <f>(x-ycotO,ycscO)d0.
Je=o'0=0

PROOF. We have

(Tf,<j>) = jJTf(s,r)<t>(s,r)d-^

ff H   ft  j.        a     ■   aw     ï d0 dsdr= f(s + rcos0,rame)(^(3,r)^^—2—
JJ Je=o smO   r2
P

Letting x = s + r cos 0, y — r sin 0, and

ds dr      dx dy        1

r2        sin0 (y/sin0)2

we can write the preceding integral as

dxdy
//  /     f (x, y)<f>(x-y cot 0, y csc 0)dO-
JJ Je=o y2

Hence T*(j)(x,y) — ¡<p(x - ycotO,ycscO)dO.

We now examine the integrand <p(x — y cot 0, y csc 0) a little more closely. Here,

we are integrating geodesies £0 with respect to 0, where each £0 has a center s =

x — ycotO and a radius ycscO. We note that £0 = (¿ x) ( ^ i/'V)7?^ where the

matrices are elements of SL(2, R) and act on a geodesic rje with center s = —cot 0

and radius r — csc 0. r)g is independent of x and y and passes through the point

i in C. So, in fact, we are integrating, with respect to 0, all geodesies £0 which

pass through the point x + iy. In other words, T*<j>(x,y) = / <j)(s, r) dpx,y(s, r) for

a distribution dpx,y supported on a subset of P containing all geodesies having the

point x + iy on them. These definitions coincide with those in Helgason [5] for a

general pair of coset spaces.

In terms of covering G /A, rje has coordinates 72(0)A. We can write T*<j> using

the G/Tf-covering for coordinates of M and the G/A-covering for coordinates of P:

Vv     0   \
0   i/Vv

f i/°JÄH*
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of equivalently

T*4>(A(t)N(n)K)= f    d}(A(t)N(n)R(0)A)dO.
Je=o

What we would now like to show is the intertwining property of A and D with

respect to T and T*. This can be expressed as follows:

A(T*<p) = -T*(D0),       D(Tf) = -T(Af),

where <j> and / are compactly supported smooth functions on P and M respectively.

In order to prove the above, we will rewrite the operators A and D as a compo-

sition of first-order differential operators as follows:

2/r32 d2\_     d   /    d\ d    ,     2( d   d\

V   \dy2  '  dx2 J ~ »dy VadyJ     »dy  ' *   \dxdxj'

2(d2_      <^\=2±(d\_d_(d\        d_
\ds2     dr2)~rds\ds)     rdr\rdr)+rdr'

We write Dy — yd/dy, Dx = d/dx, Dr = rd/dr and Ds = d/ds. Each of these
operators can be written as an infinitesimal generator of a semigroup operator as

follows:

Dyf= lim f{x>Py)-KX>y\
p-»i p — 1

Dxf=limf{x + h'yl-f{x>y\
h-> o h

etc. This decomposition allows us to bring the generators TDx, Dy, Dr and Ds

inside the integral in Lemmas 3.2, 3.3, 3.6 and 3.7. Also, this particular choice of

variables allows us to change an action on M into an action on P.

LEMMA   3.2.   (d/dx)(T*f>) = T*(d<j>/ds) for all compactly supported smooth

functions 4>.

PROOF

d
/     (p(x - y cot 0, y csc 0) dO

ox Je=0

<p(x + h — y cot 0, y csc 0) — <p(x — y cot 0, y csc 0)
hm

i r
— lim - /      (f>(x + h - y cot 0, y csc 0) - <p(x — y cot 0, y csc 0)

h^o h Je=0

f*   ,.     6(x + h — y cot 0, y csc 0) - qt
- /      lim -1-

Je=o h^° h

f        <t>(s + h,r)-4>(s,r) .
= J &-h-dßx«{s>r]

= I fc(s>r)dl1x<y(s>r)

Lemma 3.3.
. d     dj>

X)ds+rdr-

for all compactly supported smooth functions <p.
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Proof.

y^-(T*cb(x,y))

i    r
= lim- /     4>(x - py cot 0, py csc 0) - qb(x - y cot 0, y csc 0) dO

p^i p-1 Je=0
[*          <p(x — py cot 0, py csc 0) - 4>(x — y cot 0, y csc 0)

=  /      hm-dO
Je=oP^x P~l

f       <p(s + (l-p)(x-s),pr)-(t>(s,r)
= / lim,-—-x-dpXtV(s,r)

J p->i p - i

/• /.        ,d<t>      d<t>\   ,      .     ,
= I ys~x)~d~s+r~dr~) d/x^(s'r)

LEMMA 3.4.   Assume that <f) is a compactly supported smooth function; then

f   /       rlAi riA\\

I lr2—+r(s-x)—)dpx,y(s,r)=0    for all x and y.

PROOF. Since <f> is a smooth function, for all x and y

fe*((o   íjíf   1/jr/*] = lim¿(x-ycot0,ycsc0)

and

fe*((¿    l)     f    JJveU^x-yco^ycscO)

are the same. Hence

r   d
°= /      ^(<í>(x-y cot 0, y csc O))d0

J0=O °v

= /      ^-0(x-ycot0,ycsc0) —
Je=oas °°

d dr
+ — (x - y cot 0,y csc0)j- dO.

- = -(x-ycot0)=ycSc0=-,

Qy (£ fa _ x}t
^Z = 3z(2/cscö) = -ycotOcscO = ±-'—.
ott      at) y

f fr2d<t>     (s-x)rdè\   ,

° = /(^ <•-*£) <*>•')■

But

and

This gives

hence
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THEOREM 3.5.   For all compactly supported smooth functions qb and P,

(AT» = -T*(U<p).

PROOF. Using the decomposition of A given previously, we have

A(T*4>) -V
dy) ydy+ydlc-2

(T*<f>).

By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, this is equal to

2

({S-X)Í+rÍ)      -^S-X)ÎS+rl)+y2(Î)'

T* (s-x)2Ç^+2(s-x)r
d<t>    |    2d2cj>

dsdr ds2

Now by Lemma 3.4, the above is equal to

T* ! ^2^2<^       o  2024>[s - x)
ds2

-2r¿
ds2

+ r fH
dr2

T* is an integral over all geodesies (s,r) passing through the point x + iy, hence

(s — x)2 + y2 = r2 holds. Thus the preceding equation now becomes

AT* r2^_r2^
ds2 dr2

-T*(D<p).    Q.E.D.

For the reverse property, D(Tf) = -T(Af), we shall state the lemmas and leave

the proofs to the reader, but we will include an abbreviated proof of the theorem.

Throughout, / is a compactly supported smooth function on U = {x + iy : y > 0}.

LEMMA 3.6.

LEMMA 3.7.

Lemma 3.8.

r(§i)(s-') = ¿™^»'

THEOREM 3.9.   D(Tf) = -T(Af).

Proof.

D = r2— - r2— = r2— - r— (r—) + r —
ds2 dr2 ds2       dr \ dr J       dr

Now by Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 we have

D(T/)(a,r)=T(r2g-(x-S)2g-2(x-S)y
d2f

dxdy
**l\

y2tW){s'r)-
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But by Lemma 3.8,

T[(x- s)y
dxdy) V    dx2

Hence

D(Tf)(s,r) = T ((r2 - (x - s)2) - 2y2g - y20) (s,r).

Now T is an integral over points (x, y) belonging to a geodesic (s,r),  hence

(x - s)2 +y2 =r2 holds. Therefore

DT/(,,r) = r(^g-^0)(S,r)

= -T(A/)(s,r).    Q.E.D.

4. Inversion formula. We begin this section with a discussion of horocycle

transforms, studied extensively by Helgason. A more detailed version of the back-

ground information can be found in Helgason [9], Terras [18], and Vergne [19]. A

horocycle can be defined as a trajectory which is orthogonal to a family of geodesies.

For the upper half-plane M, a horocycle is a circle tangent to the x-axis or a line

parallel to the x-axis.

EXAMPLE.

a horocycle and its family

i of parallel geodesies

Figure l

Horocycles are orbits {R(0)A(t)N(n)i: -co < n < +00} in terms of the Iwasawa

decomposition of G. The example shows a horocycle with 0 = tt/2. The point of

tangency, b — -cot 0, is called the "normal" of the horocycle. Define the bracket

(z,b) to be the directed non-Euclidean distance from i to the horocycle passing

through z and the boundary point b. Obviously, (z, b) = (w, b) if z and w lie on the

same horocycle with the boundary point b. Also, (z, b) is negative if the point i is

inside the horocycle. To relate the X-ray transform in R2 with Fourier analysis, the

horocycles (straight lines in R2) are parametrized by the directed distances from
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the origin (0,0) and an angle 0. The quantity (z, b) in U is the natural analog of

the directed distance in R2. The function defined by Helgason [9],

eA)6:z>->eA<2r,6>,        A G C, 26«,

plays the role of the usual exponential function in what is called the Helgason

transform for the symmetric space G/K. (See Terras [18].) The purpose of this

section is to give a decomposition of the Helgason transform in terms of the Radon

transform. We begin by stating the inversion formula and properties for e\,b found

in Helgason.

DEFINITION. For a compactly supported smooth function / on M, define f(X,b)

by

f(X,b) = [ f(z)e^x-lX^z'bUz.

Theorem 4.1 (Helgason).

f(z) = f      f" /(A, -cot 0)e(i-^)<*><>> dp,

where dp(X,b) = (l/47r2)tanh(7rA)riA(i0.

PROPOSITION 4.2 (HELGASON). Let g be an element of G = SL(2,R), and

g ■ z, the Möbius transform of z by g; then

(g-z,g-b) = (z,b) + (g-i,g-b).

PROPOSITION 4.3 (HELGASON).   \d(g ■ b)/db\ = e2<9_1 i,6>.

The proofs of 4.1-4.3 are in Helgason [9].

PROPOSITION 4.4. Let z — x + iy, y > 0. Let b be a boundary point in R of
U.  Then

(z, b) = In       K .
[(x-by+y2

PROOF. (z,b) is the shortest distance from i to the horocycle determined by z

and b. Since the Möbius transforms permute horocycles and preserve non-Euclidean

distances, we select one which preserves the point i and moves the horocycle to a

horizontal line (i.e., takes b to ±00). A Möbius transformation which does this is

g = (l + b2)

If we parametrize points on the original horocycle as w = (6+r cos 0) + ¿(r + r sin 0),

then it is easy to verify that the imaginary part of g ■ w is a constant for all 0. In

fact, lm(g ■ w) = (1 + b2)/2r. In terms of w = u + iv, this is

(l + 62)t;
lm(g-w)={u_b)2 + v2.

Lastly, it is trivial to see that the non-Euclidean distance from i to the horizontal

horocycle (above) is

ln   (i + b2)y
(x-b)2+y2
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Figure 2

v

à

g-Z
-»-.

\(g- z, g>b)      Tne new horocycle

/ "'

-y x

Figure 3

(see Figures 2 and 3). Note that this is just a special case of 4.2 because (i, b) — 0

for all b.

REMARK. The horocycle containing z and having the normal b can be parame-

trized as {R(0)A(t)N(n)i: - co < n < +oo}, where 0 and t are chosen so that

—cot0 = b and z — R(0)A(t)N(no) for some no. The Möbius transformation g in

the proof is R(-0). The distance from i to the horocycle is (z, b) = t.

Let us now define the horocycle (Radon) transform, Lf(n), for each compactly

supported smooth function on U and a horocycle r¡ by

W(V)= f f(z)dav(z)
Jrt

where dav is the invariant measure on n. If we parametrize the space of horocycles

by {R(0)A(t)N(n)i: - co < n < +00}, then da on n is dn. Two horocycles

Wi.ti = {R(Oi)A(tf)N(n)i: - 00 < n < 00} and r¡e2M = {R(02)A(t2)N(n)i:

— 00 < n < 00} are the same if and only if either 0i = 02 and tf =t2orOi—02 = ir

and tf = —t2.

Another parametrization of the space of horocycles is (b, r) where b is the normal

of the horocycle and r is the radius of the circle. Hence

{(r cos a + b) + i(r sin a + r) : 0 < a < 2tt}

parametrizes the horocycle. Then do is da/(I + sin a), and the integral becomes

/■27T J

Lf(b,r)= /      f(b + rcosa,rsina + r)--:-.
Ja=o 1 + sin a

It is now easy to see the following result.
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THEOREM 4.5.   f(X,b) = ((1 + b^^Y^M^Lf^r^iX - 1) where Mr is the
Mellin transform in the variable r.

PROOF.
, dxdy

f(X,b)=  Íf(x,y)e^-lX+x^x+%y^-
V2

dxdy

Write x = reos a + 6 and y = rsina + r; then its Jacobian is r + rsina.   Here

dxdy/y2 — (da/(l + sin a))(dr/r). Making the change of variables, we have

f2ir /!    ,   i2\ 1-»Ai/i «      r°   C* *t L     • *(1 + P\ da     dr
f(X,b)= /      / (r cos a+ o, rsina+ 6) I —-—I

7r=0

sin a r

REMARK. By the support theorems in Helgason [9], L is one-to-one on C%°(H).

On the other hand / —> / is also one-to-one on C%°(rl) and an inversion formula

is known. See Terras [18]. Denote by g —* g the inverse of the Helgason transform

/ -f /. Write

i+^V"** r°,_w,  , ;1-, */1 J-r,2\ 1_iA    f00

r

then M(Lf) = / by the above comments if / € C~(/V).

Before we proceed, we take another look at Theorem 4.5. In the theorem, the

Helgason transform was written as a composition of the horocycle transform fol-

lowed by the Mellin transform with a multiplicative factor. The multiplicative

factor is not really necessary if we use the Iwasawa decomposition to parametrize

the space of horocycles as will be seen below:

Let us fix an angle 0n. Write every point z in M as R(0r,)A(t)N(n)i for some t

and n. Then dz = dxdy/y2 — dtdn. A horocycle n = {R(0o)A(t)N(n)i: - oo <

n < +00} is normal to b = -cot 0o and its distance to the point i is t. Hence

/(A,-cot0o) = / f(R(Oo)A(t)N(n)i)e^x-Xi)t dtdn.

On the other hand, the integral

f(R(0o)A(t)N(n)i)dr,
/■

is an integral over a horocycle n with the measure dav = dr). Hence this is exactly

the horocycle transform Lf(n). We now have the following theorem.

THEOREM 4.6.   Let the space of horocycles be parametrized by {R(0)A(t)N(n)i:

— 00 < n < 00} where 0 < 0 < tt and —00 < t < 00.  Then

/oo Lf(0,t)eix~Xi)t
-00

dt,
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where Lf(0, t) is the horocycle transform

/+oo f(R(0)A(t)N(n)i) dn.
-co

In order to do the analogous theorem for the X-ray transform (i.e., the transform

over geodesies) it is necessary to invert a Mellin-Fourier type transform which does

for geodesies what the Helgason transform does for horocycles. For the Helgason

transform, one regards every point on the upper half-plane as belonging to a unique

element of the set of horocycles with normal b. If we wish to to the same for

geodesies, we can look at every point on the upper half-plane as belonging to a

unique geodesic with "center" b. We note that Gel'fand, Gindikin, and Shapiro [2]

define this to be an "admissible family" of curves.

Now we need a notion of distance, so define ((z, b)) to be the non-Euclidean

directed distance from i + b to the geodesic containing z with center b. It is trivial

to see that ((z,b)) = Inr for z — x + iy with (x - b)2 + y2 = r2. We define an

exponential function Ev¿ by

Evy. 2H exp(v((z,b))).

So we have Ev¿(z) = rv. We define the following transform:

f(u, b) = I f(z)Ev,b(z) dz = j f(z)((x - b)2 + y2)»'2
dxdy

y2

If we assume / has compact support then f(v, b) must converge. We then have the

following result.

THEOREM 4.7.  If f is a compactly supported smooth function and if g(x,y) =

f(x,y)y~x then

f(v,b) = Mr[Tg(b,r)\(v + T),

where T is the X-ray transform over the geodesic with center b and radius r, and

Mr is the Mellin transform in the variable r.

Proof.
„/2 dxdy

/>,&) = Í f(z)((x-b)2+y2yl
y2

Letting x — r cos a + b and y = r sin a we have its Jacobian r, so

rdrda
f(u,b) = I f(r cos a + b, r sin a)rv

r2 sin2 a

/.              ,      ..,.,, dr dag(r cos a + b,rsma)r ^-:—
r sin<r sin a

Switching the order of integration will give us the desired result.

In conclusion, we would like to point out that although the Radon transform for

the upper half-plane has been known for a long time, it has not been used much as

a number-theoretical tool. With sufficient development it should be possible to use

it as such. L. Ehrenpreis also has some results for the horocycle case which make

use of a point of view different from that of this paper.
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